
Your servlce mernrber is ltomel
You've wondered, worried, felt sad, proud,

and lonely. You may have had sleepless nights

because you were afraid for your loved one's
safety in the war zone. But now you can breathe

a sigh of relief. You and your service member

have served our country well, and can enjoy
spending time together again.
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Although reunion is a happy time, it can also

bring considerable stress - stress you may not
expect. You and your service member have had

different experiences during the deployment
period, and you all have changed as a result.

For example, you've all had to learn new skills

as you took on additional responsibilities. lt
can take time to rebuild intimacy, and you may
need to re-examine common goals. Even if your
service member has been called up before, you

may find that new challenges will arise with
each reunion. ln order to make the home-

coming event as happy as possible, it helps to
know what kinds of challenges you might face
and if your expectations are realistic.
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Commom \ffar
Zone Hxpsrlences

Your service m*rnber's tlme in
the war zone will affect him or her for a long
time. Experiences in the military and during
deployment have helped make your service
member more responsible, a better leader,

and team player, He or she may have received
incoming fire. Or witnessed the death or injury
of friends or other military personnel, civilians,
or enemy combatants. Your loved one may
have received very serious injuries as a result
of a bombing, mine blast, improvised explosive
device (lED), or accident.

Being in an unfamiliar setting and an

unfamiliar culture may have complicated these
experiences. All the while, your loved one was

in full military mindset. lt can be difficult to
change back to a "civilian" mindset upon
returning home.

Ylt*s* statistics ar* present*d to help famiiy xemhers knaw what thair se:vice nrember may

hxve exp*r*ance# in tl'le war zune. Y<ru rn*y find that your servico member doe$ m$t $rant

t* talk a**ut this. TheY snay nant ts treave these rnemories in the past" Th*y may fear it xrill

change the wxy family looks at them. $r, they may not y{ant families to be exposed ter what

they experienced ix any way. Often times they want to keep work and farmlly llfe separate"

Knowing why ycur service member may get upset whan ask*d about th*ir experietces can

fuelp you b*tter understaad a*d handla th*ir reaetion.

i'ercerrfdges a..* *ased or: a s.*mt/i: ci frc*$s selvrng * lrea in 2{}CS



Commsn Reactisns to Trauma

Hach service memher win have

their own experiences. However, understand

that almost all service members will need time
to readjust after being in a war zone. This can

be especially intense during the first months
at home. These common stress reactions are

a normal part of readjustment. The reactions
do not, by themselves, mean that your service
member has a problem, such as posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), which may require men-
tal health treatment.

Flost returning service mernbers will suc-
cessfully readiust to lifs back home" lt may take
a few months, but, for most, life will stabilize
following demobilization.

Below are common physical, mental/
emotional, and behavioral reactions that your
service member may experience, and that you

can show you understand.
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ffi Trouble sleeping, overly tired

i4(l Upset stomach, trouble eating

f& Headaches and sweating when thinking of
the war

ffi Rapid heartbeat or breathing

ffi Existing health problems become worse
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ffi Bad dreams, nightmares

ffi Flashbacks or frequent unwanted memories

# Anger

i\\ Feeling nervous, helpless, or fearful

# Feeling guilty, self-blame, shame

ffi Feeling sad, rejected, or abandoned

,N Agitated, easily upset, irritated, or annoyed

ffi Feeling hopeless about the future

ffi Experiencing shock, being numb, unable to
feel happy

Your service member may have unwanted
memories of the war zone. lf something hap-
pens that reminds them of a war experience,
they may have a range of reactions, from intru-
sive images and thoughts, all the way to a feel-

ing of reliving their experiences ("flashbacks")

that are so realistic your service member will
feel they're back in the war.

They may get irritated or react more
strongly to common family lssues. Anger
and aggression are common war zone stress

reactions. Even minor incidents can lead to
over-reactions.

Common Behavioral Reactions
' : -'-'{.''r v <'r" rs{;1'

# Trouble concentrating

w

W

w

Being jumpy and easily startled

Being on guard, always alert, concerned too
much about safety and security

Avoiding people on places related to the
trauma

Too much drinking, smoking, or drug use

Lack of exercise, poor diet, or health care

Problems doing regular tasks at work or
school

i.f.,x Aggressive driving habits



Aggressive driving is also extremely com-
mon among service members returning from
conflicts in the Middle East. This is because your
service member may have been trained in "non-

defensive driving" to avoid explosive devices
in the war zone. Non-defensive driving is full
speed ahead, unpredictable, and deliberate,
which is not necessarily safe back home. While
your service member will want to drive, they
may want to reduce or take greater care in their
driving for a few weeks until they feel more con-
fident with defensive driving. This is particularly
true if they are feeling edgy, impatient, or upset.

Many families and service members also

report positive reactions to deployment,
such as:

S New maturity

# More appreciation for family and family time

# More focus on spending quality time with
those they love

isr More dedication and belief in their job and
mission

$l* More sense of confidence and pride in
themselves and their family

Service members can grow closer to their
core values or their spirituality. This is often why
many wounded service members want to return

to deployment. They want to continue to serve

their country and work with their fellow service
members. lt is important to know that positive

and negative reactions can co-exist for service
members.
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$ervics futemhmu"s ffi**mrn

You and ysur ssrvice rmemb*r
are about to enter the post-deployment stage.

This is the period after troops have returned
home when families must readjust to life
together. Each reunion is different. lf your ser-
vice member has been deployed before, you

all might think you "know what to expect." But
later deployments might not be easier. Your
service member could experience different or
added stress in the course of their duties. Or
home life might have changed with a new child,
illness, or something else. Any of these factors
can make deployment experiences different, or
harder.

When your service member returns
home, you may feel like you hardly know one

another. lt takes time to rebuild intimacy and

to relearn how to rely on one another for sup-
port. Everyone's plans for the future, dreams,

and expectations may be different because of
changes that have occurred in the war zone,

at home, or in both places. You may also need

to renegotiate roles. For instance, you may not
want to give up the independence you were

able to achieve while your service member was

deployed.

Planning ahead is ideal, but you can still
prepare for your service member's return by

taking at least some of the following steps:

Irz Educate yourself about what to expect and
think about how you'll cope.

::r: pkau* with your service member before
their return how you'll handle balance of
work, home responsibilities, and leisure time
for both of you.

= Talk to other people who have experienced
the return of service members.

$ Take care of yourself. Live the healthiest

lifestyle possible.

:lllll Remember that each reunion may be

different.

Pgrtng,rs

There is usually a "honeymoon" phase shortly
after demobilization, but it will probably be

temporary. Your children have grown. Your ser-
vice member has been through traumatic expe-
riences. You have had to face new situations in
your service member's absence. You might also

feel angry because you had to handle so much
on your own while they were away.

Your life has changed, too. You may have

developed new relationships. You may be feel-
ing pride in what you were able to accomplish
while they were away. lssues of infidelity may
have arisen. You may need to talk about each

other's commitment to the relationship.

!'[i:il!
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Prepare children to be with your returning
service member. Kids may have different needs

now. They might take awhile to warm up to the
service member, especially if they were very
young when he or she left,

Children react differently depending on
their age:

lnfants (12 months and younger) may react

to changes in their schedule, physical environ-
ment, or the caretaker's mood and availability.
They may show apathy, refuse to eat, or even

lose weight.

Toddlers (1-3 years) may sulk, cry, throw
temper tantrums, or not sleep well if their care-

taker is having problems or is not available.
Preschoolers (3-6 years) may react with

toileting issues, thumb sucking, sleep problems,

clinginess, and separation anxiety. They may
also be irritable, depressed, aggressive, or com-
plain about aches and pains. They might think
their parent was deployed because "l was bad."

School age children (6-12 years) may be
irritable, aggressive, or whiny. They may get
stomach aches, headaches, etc. Very often,
preschool and school-age children also worry
about the safety of the parent at home.

Adolescents (13-18 years) may be irritable,
rebellious, etc. Adolescents may also not like

new family roles and responsibilities after the
deployed parent returns home.

To help with all ages, you can:

Provide extra attention, care, and physical

closeness.

Understand that they may be angry (and

perhaps rightly so).

Discuss things. Let kids know they can talk
about how they feel. Accept how they feel

and don't tell them they should not feel that
way.

Tell kids their feelings are normal. Be
prepared to tell them many times.

Maintain routines and plan for upcoming

events.

Parents

Parents and other family members of service
members must make rnany of the same read-
justments as partners. They, too, will have to
realize that everybody has grown and changed.

Their relationship with the returning service
member will also be different. While they take
time to get reacquainted, they will need to be
aware of boundaries. lt's easy for parents and
others who have caredi for a service rnember in

the past to fall into old patterns. They want to
take care of their loved one again in ways the
person no longer needs or wants.
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Healthy Coping

Here ars $Qme tips to herp your

family to cope:

Reconnect:

Make sure that your service member has

the opportunity to spend one-on-one
"downtime" with every family member and

significant friend.

Provide support to your service member to
interact with others, and also spend time
alone as needed. Some time with war zone

comrades is good but balance with family is

also important.

Experiment with different communication
styles. Your service member has been

used to operating in the military "need-to-"

know" mode. They may need to relearn the
importance of sharing information. Don't
be afraid to ask about the war or how your

service member is doing, Know that they
may not want to talk at first. You may have

to approach talking indirectly. You can

arrange activities that foster conversation

instead of watching movies or television.
Examples are walking together, working on

a project together, or playing a game.

Express confidence that you will be able to
work things out, and make a happy home

for yourselves again.
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Be prepared for changing

household roles (and new
personaljty traits).

Talk about what skills each

of you now has, and which

responsibilities you'd both prefer.

(These may now be different.)

Compromise if necessary. Both

of you should feel that needs are

understood and respected.

Take care of yourself by doing
h,g,.ql=!-}g t"tr"!*n".9..:.-.1.9,...',.-9 itr.e.,,.g-.;i

Exercise, including yoga.

Meditate, do breathing exercises.

Get enough sleep (8-9 hours per night).

Drink alcohol only in moderation - it's

important not to use alcohol as a way go to
sle_ep, as it can interfere with deeper sleep

cycles, or as a way of avoiding experiences

or reactions that may need to be faced to
be resolved. Using alcohol for these reasons

tends to lead to more problems in the

long run.

I,unP..,t,t-o;

S Pressure your service member to talk. They

may never feel comfortable talking with
you about their deployment experiences.

Rather then pushing them to do so, offer
alternative strategies, such as talking with

peers, or relieving deployment stress in
other ways besides teilking about it.

.tx Stop him or her from talking.

ffi Make statements that might be perceived as
judgmental (for example, don't say things
like, "what you had to do is so awfull").

M Tell your service member what they
"should" do.

ffi Use clich6s or easy answers (for example,
try not to say things like "war is hell" or
"now that you're back, you can put it behind
you"). lnstead, let them know that you feel
for what they went through, you love them,
and you're there for them whenever they
need anything.

.& Give your service member advice without
listening thoroughly.

i$ Rush things. lt takes time to become
reacquainted and comfortable with one
another again.



Seeking Help

You are no$r aware of some com-
mon stress reactions that your loved one may
be feeling after deployment. Remember that
reintegration takes time and patience.

However, problems that last for months
can affect relationships, work, and overall well-
being if not treated. Your service member may
be coping with stress by drinking, doing drugs,
withdrawing, and isolating. Or they may be hav-
ing sudden emotional outbursts. lf so, it's prob-
ably time to encourage them to seek outside
help:
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What are signs that your service member needs
outside help? You should consider getting help
if they are having significant distress in these
areas:

sN Family and social relationship troubles

- frequent and intense conflicts, poor
communication, inability to meet
responsibilities

N Work, school, or community issues

- frequent absences, conflicts, inability to
meet deadlines, poor performance

DJ Frequent or severe depressed or angry
moods - especially if there is a possibility
that they are going to hurt someone else or
themselves

ffi Frequent intrusive thoughts or images
of war zone experiences. Being regularly
hyperalert or on guard

lf yo*r service rnemher'$ reactions are
causing siqnificant distresr ar interfering
with norrnal functio*ing, they might benefit
from seeking help. Admitting that they have a

problem, however, can be tough. Your service
member:

ffi Might think they should cope on their own

ffi Might think others can't help

ffi Might believe the problem(s) will go away
on their own

S ls embarrassed to talk to someone about it

Emotional or psychological problems

are not a sign of weakness. lnjuries, including
psychological injuries, affect the strong and
the brave just like everyone else. But stigma of
mental health issues can be a huge barrier for
people who need help. Remind your service
rnember that finding sclutions to problems is a
sign of strength. ti*tting assistance from oth-
ers is sometimos the a*ly uray to rolvE some-
thing. Knovuing when ald trow t* get help is
actually part of military trainin$.

The Defense Department also encourages
people to seek help. For this reason, it has

changed requirements on its security clear-
ance form. Applicants no longer have to report
mental health care they have received in the
past seven years if it was related to service in a
military combat zone.

ffi Let them know you are interested in
hearing about their experiences and
feelings.

W Help your service member put feelings
into words, Ask,'Are you feeling angry?
Sad? Worried?" Don't argue or interrupt.
Repeat what you lhear to make sure you

understand, and ask questions if you
need to know rnore.

S* Tell your service member how you feel
about them. They may not realize how
much you care.

S$ Suggest that they visit a chaplain.
Even if your service member is not
religious, they might benefit from such
a meeting. Religion will be discussed
only if the service member requests
it. Conversations are confidential and
do not become part of your service
member's medical record.

ffi Encourage your service member to
reach out to other veterans, including
Vietnam veterans, who can relate to
their feelings.

W Share your own knowledge about PTSD

but do not attempt to diagnose the
symptoms of your service member.

s* Ask how you can help, and keep asking.

*$ Recornrnend that they read'Bgtqfnjru-
from the War Zone: A Guide for Military
Personnel (PDF)". lt contains useful
resources for service members who are
seeking more information about PTSD.
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Many of the common reactions to experience
in a war zone are also symptoms of more seri-
ous problems such as PTSD. ln PTSD, howeve[
they're much more intense and troubling, and
they don't go away. lf these symptoms don't
decrease over a few months, or if they continue
to cause significant problems in your service
member's daily life, it's time to seek treatment
from a professional.

PTSD is a treatable condition that is diag-
nosed by a healthcare provider. PTSD is a seri-
ous disorder that can occur after a person has

been through a traumatic event.

$ympton'ls of PTSD

fe-experienci*gr
Bad memories of a traumatic event can

come back at any time. People may feel the
same fear and horror they did when the event
took place. Sometimes there's a trigger: a

sound, sight, or smell that causes them to have

a stress reaction, or to relive the event, For
instance, many veterans react to burning scents
or loud noises with anxiety or anger.

Au<rid*nce and Numbin#
People with PTSD will try hard to avoid

things that might remind them of the traumatic
event they endured. These include crowded
places, situations (like shopping malls) where
there are too many choices, or certain types
of terrain (hot, dry places). They also may shut
down to prevent feeling pain and fear. Others
use numbness so they can cover distress over
their reactions.

Itypervig ilar-{e or rr,{rsased Arousal
Those suffering from PTSD may operate on

"high-alert" at all times, often have very short
fuses, and startle easily. Sleep problems, anger,

and difficulty concentrating are additional
arousal symptoms.

Factc;s Contributin$ to PTSD

How likely is your service member to get PTSD?

This depends on many factors, such as:

,N How severe the trauma was

ffi lf they were injured

ss The intensity of their reaction to the trauma

S Whether someone close to your service
member died or was injured

iSB How much their own life was in danger

ffi How much they felt they could not control
things

ffi How much help and support they got
following the event

$teps to Sclving the Problem and
Getting Help

Treatment involves several steps:

-1,$ First, a professional will evaluate the

symptoms with a full interview.

S Next, the person often receives education
about PTSD and other conditions, including
symptoms and how they can affect people.

B Finally, a treatment approach is selected
that best fits the person's needs, which
could include therapy, medication, or a

combination of both.

There are good treatments available for
PTSD. Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT)

appears to be the most effective. Exposure ther-
apy is a CBT where you talk about your trauma
repeatedly until the memories are no longer
upsetting. Cognitive therapy is another CBT. It
helps you identify trauma-related thoughts and
change them so they are more accurate and less

distressing.
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PTSD Cl[N MAKE somebodyhard
to be with. Family members of a person with
PTSD may experience the following:

1" Sympathy: You may feel sorry for your

loved one's suffering. This may help your

service member know that you sympathize
with them, However, be careful that you

are not treating them like a permanently

disabled person. With help, they can feel
better.

3. tlagativa feelings: lf you believe your ser-
vice member no longer has the traits you

loved, it may be hard to feel good about
them. The best way to avoid negative feel-
ings is to educate yourself about PTSD.

Even if your loved one refuses treatment,
you will probably benefit from some sup-
port. You'll find more resources beginning
on page .l3.

3. Av*idance: You may be avoiding the same

things as your service member in order
to reduce their reactions. Or, you may be
afraid of his or her reaction when you do
things without them. One possible solution
is to slowly start to take part in a few differ-
ent activities. At first, you can let your ser-

vice member stay home if he or she wishes,

but in the long run you should negotiate
a plan so that you can do things together.

Seek professional help if your service mem-
ber continues to avoid many activities, or if
he,/she frequently prevents your going out.

4" Depr*rslsn: This is common among fam-

ily members when the person with PTSD

causes feelinss of pain or loss. When PTSD

lasts for a long time, you may begin to lose

hope that your family will ever "get back to
normal," lf your usual coping strategies and
supports don't bring relief over time, seek-
ing treatment is recommended. Many of the
same treatment strategies that help with
PTSD are also effective for depression.

5. Anger and gullt: lf you feel responsible
for your service member's happiness, you

might feel guilty when you can't make a

difference. You could also be angry if they
can't keep a job or drink too much, or
because they are angry or irritable. You and
your loved one can get past this anger and
guilt by understanding that the feelings are

no one's fault.

6. tlealth $roblenr$; Consistently feeling

anger, worry, and/or depression over a long
period of time can have a negative impact
on health. Additionally, unhealthy habits

such as drinking, smoking, and not exercis-
ing can get worse when trying to cope with
PTSD symptoms in a family member.

For more information, see the NCPTSD fact
sheets:

$S Children of Veterans and Adults with PTSD

ffi Partners of Veterans with PTSD:

Caregiver Burden and Related Problems

MORE INFORMATION.,.
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PTSD is not the only serious problem that can
occur after deployrnenf" Watch aut for signs of
these other conditions in your service member.

Depressior; We all experience sadness or feel
down from time to time. That's a normal part of
being human. Depression, however, is different.
It lasts longer and is more serious than normal
sadness or grief. Common symptoms include:

N Feeling down or sad more days than not

ff$ Losing interest in hobbies or activities that
used to be enjoyable or fun

*-) Being excessively low in energy and/or
overly tired

ffi Feeling that things are never going to get
better

$*icida* Thoughts and Suicidel War experi-
ences and combat stress reactions, especially
those caused by personal loss, can lead a

depressed person to think about hurting or kill-
ing themselves. lf your service member is feel-
ing this way, take it seriously, and get help. Call
the Suicide Hotline 1-8OO-273-TALK (8255).

Violence and .&buse; Abuse can take the form
of threats, swearing, criticism, throwing things,
conflict, pushing, grabbing, and hitting. Here are
a few warning signs that may lead to domestic
violence:

',1s Controlling behaviors or jealousy

ffi Blaming others for problems or conflict

rsr Radical mood changes

{s Verbal abuse such as humiliating,
manipulating, confusing

ffi Self-destructive or overly risky actions;
heated arguments

$ubsta*ce &buse: lt's common for service
members to "self-medicate." They drink or
abuse drugs to numb out the difficult thoughts,
feelings, and memories related to their war
zone experiences. While alcohol or drugs may
seem to offer a quick solution, they actually
lead to more problems. At the same time, a

vast majority of people in our society drink.
Sometimes it can be difficult to know if your

service member's drinking is actually a problem.
Warning signs of an alcohol problem include:

W Frequent excessive drinking

$s Having thoughts that they should cut down

N Feeling guilty or bad about drinking

iff Others becoming annoyed or criticizing
how much the person drinks

# Drinking in the morning to calm nerves

ffi Problems with work, family, school, or other
regular actlvities caused by drinking

l

S,\ Yell your loyed $ne you want to listen
and that you also understand if they
don't feel like talking.

iN Learn as much as you can about PTSD.

The National Center for PTSD has many
fact sheets related to helping a family
member with PTSD. Visit the center's
Web site (www.ncptsd.va.gov) to learn

more about what you can do for your
service member.

ii+: Go with y*ur laved one to visit the
doctors and/or chaplain and participate
in their treatment.

S Give your loved one sp*cc, but keep
encouraging them to have contact with
family and friends and to do fun things.
Withdrawal symptoms may make them
hesitant to be around other people, but
keep trying because social support is

important.



Concussions ar Mild Traumatic Brain lnjury
(mTBl): Explosions that produce dangerous
blast waves of high pressure rattle a person's

brain inside the skull and can cause mTBl.

Helmets cannot protect against this type of
impact. ln fact, 60% to 8Oo/o of service members
who have injuries from some form of blast may
have mTBl.

Symptoms associated with mTBl can paral-

lel those of PTSD, such as:

ffi lnsomnia
ffi lmpaired memory
ffi Poor concentration
ffi Depression

rN Anxiety
ffi lrritability, impatience, or impulsiveness

Symptoms that are specific to mTBl are:

ffi Headaches

S$ Dizziness, nausea, and vomiting
$)i Fatigue

$$ Noise/light intolerance
ffi Blurred vision

Most service members with mild TBI do not
need special care and the symptoms typically
abate on their own over time. After a year,

approximately 1O% will have enduring problems.

Referral for care should be made when a

service member:
# Has dizziness, headaches, and nausea
,ffi ls obviously not thinking clearly
ffi Has severe and enduring arousal

S Complains of not being able to feel pleasure

or that they are depressed
ffi ls behaving in an intensely detached manner
ffi Can't do their job

ffi Has suicidal or homicidal wishes or intent

E\rEN IF Y0UR LCVED ONE does not seek

treatment, you should find out as much as

you can about PTSD because your partner's

behavior will affect you, too. For instance,

if your partner is triggered by something in
their environment, do not say anything that
may make them feel either that you don't
understand (i.e., laughing it off), or feel
ashamed for the length of time they've been

back and still reacting, as it can make them
close off.

Another example is anger. While it is a normal
reaction to trauma, it can hurt and frighten
other people. lf your service member gets

angry often, you can set up a time-out
system:

S Agree that either of you can call a time-
out at any time.

l$i Agree that when someone calls a time-
out, the discussion must stop right then.

# Decide on a signal you will use to call a

time-out. The signal can be a word that
you say or a hand signal.

$S Agree to tell each other where you will
be and what you will be doing during the
time-out. Tell each other what time you

will come back.

While you are taking a time-out, don't focus
on how angry you feel. lnstead, think calmly
about how you will talk things over and solve
the problem. After you come back:

Take turns talking about solutions to the
problem. Listen without interrupting.

Use statements starting with "1," such as

"l think" or "l feel." Using "you" statements
can sound accusing,

Be open to each other's ideas. Don't
criticize each other.

Focus on things you both think will work.

Together, agree which solutions you will
use.

lf anger leads to violent behavior or abus€
(see symptoms above), it's dangerous. Go

to a safe place and call for help right away
(national toll-free Domestic Violence hotline:
1-8OO-799-SAFE i72351). Make sure children
are in a safe place as well.

Know and acknowledge that your service
member's anger is not directed at you or your
children. Explain to your children the reasons

for your service member's difficulties, without
going into graphic details. lt is important to
let children know that they are not to blame.

lf necessary, find your own sources
of support. The family resources listed on
page'13 can provide support for you and your
children if you think you need it. Keep look-
ing until you find the right support. Also, plan

to reach out to your military community. Let
people in; don't be afraid to talk to a neigh-
bor or other families who are familiar with the
deployment cycle,

s

&$

ffi

N



Where Can My Service Member * and Our Family * Find Assistance?

Family Assistance Centers; Located at armor-
ies across the states, these centers were cre-
ated by the National Guard but exrst to assist
all members and families of all branches of
military. For instance, if your son or daughter is

deployed from Arkansas but you live in Miami,
you can still 9o to any Florida FAC and receive
assistance. To find the location nearest you, visit
www.guardfamily.org.

! Army Comrn*nity $ervicss (ACS):

- www.armymwr.com

US Air Force Services Agency:
www.afsv.af.mil/

LIFElin*s: www.lifelines.navy.mi l,/lifelines.

llir Force keserve Far*ily Readiness:

800-223-1784, ext.7-1243 (7 am-5 pm)
(ext. 7-OO89 after duty hours)

www.af rc.af.m i l/l i bra ryfa m i ly.as p

l,larine Corps Comrnunlty $ervices (FICC$);

www.us mc-mccs.org

Army Famitry Team B*ildi*g {AFT*}:
www.myarmyl ifetoo.com

Family Readi*ess Grcups (FIG): Army units
have groups of volunteers structured to
help with communication to the families of
deployed troops. Your FRG should contact
your family but if it doesn't, you can locate
them through your service member's unit.

Chaplains and Other *ellgious Leaders: Every

VA Medical Center and military establish-
ment has a chaplain on staff that can provide

assistance. All information exchanges with a

chaplain are confidential.

Navy Family Ombudsman Program:

http://www.d g.navy.m i l/web/2O O6lhtm l/
ffs.htm
Provides a direct link between families and

the Navy Command.

$troilg Bonds, Building Qeady Families:
http://www.strong bonds.orglskins,/
strongbonds/display.aspx

Offers specialized programs for single
ioldiers, couples, and families.

$esame Street u*Wetrkshcp"i

http:,/a rch ive.sesa mewo rkshop.org,/tlc/
Bilingual (English and Spanish) multimedia

outreach program for military families with
children between the ages of 2 and 5 who are

experiencing deployment, multiple deploy-
ments, or a parent that is changed due to a
combat-related injury.

Farnily Support Programs: Other Res*urces for Families: Vietnam Veteranr \tViv*e (WW}:
http://www.vietna mvetera nwives.com,/
Provides PTSD counseling, safe retreats
for wives during times of crisis, a national
hotline, and assistance to the families of
incarcerated veteran,s. Membership is open to
all family members and significant others of
anyone who served in the military during any
period.

VA Services:

The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
- . @,!, ,JJi ,i , 

-,

VA is the largest healthcare system in the U.S.,

with facilities located in every state. VA is now
offering more services for family members,
such as healthcare services to eligible TRICARE

family members, bereavement counseling for
parents, spouses, and children of Armed Forces,

reservists, and Nationall Guardsmen personnel

who died in the service,of their country, family
and marital counseling, and caregiver support
groups for spouses of veterans with disabili-
ties and chronic illnesses. Service members are

urged to complete VA Form IOiOEZ to sign
up, even if they think they'll never use these
services,

l"lealthcare: 877 -222 VETS (8387)

Benefits: 8OO-827-IOOO

Benefits for Family Members:

http://www.va.govlhealtheligibility/
f a m i ly me m be rs,/#c ha m pva

Web site: wwwva.gov/
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The VA services soldiers,/airmen, including
the Guard and Reserves. Veterans can receive
free services for military-related problems for
the first five years following deployment, and
co-pay based on eligibility after that. The VA

has many (onlmun;ty-based outpatisnt clinics
{CB$C$} located in the community in addition
to their medical centers. Find a facility near you.

Each medical center has:

1t$* An OEFIOIF Program Manager to help all
recent returnees

Health and mental health services, including
mental health practitioners trained in state
of the art Cognitive Behavioral Treatments
for PTSD

Women Veterans Program Manager

Social Work Services

VA Chaplains

fet.-C.,,9',,9t9,7-;

f,eadiustmenl Counselin$ $ervi*e
Toll*free: 8OO-9O5-4675

Assist veterans and their family to making a

successful postwar adjustment, offering:

#* Readjustment counseling (including PTSD

treatment)

# Marriage and family, benefits, bereavement,
alcohol and drug counseling

I4 Job services and help obtaining services at
the VA and community agencies

There are no co-payments or charges for Vet
Center services, and services are completely
confidential.

Web site: www.va.gov/rcs

Other Federal, State and
Communily ftesource$:

lllllilaryQ,L9,l,,_o_H.I-c.,9

(user id: military; password: onesource)
This resource helps military members, veterans,
and families deal with life issues 24/7. Service
members and family members can call in and
speak to a master's-level consultant who can

answer almost any question, no matter how big
or small,

Toll-free (in the US): 8OO-342-9647
Tol!-free {outslde the U$}: (country access

code) 8OO-342-9647 (dial all 1l numbers)
Interr:ational toll fres: 8OO-464-8107

Web siie: www.militaryonesou rce.com/

Military One$ource'* "R*turning frox
Deployment" publicatlons:

https://www. m i I itaryo nesou rce.com/s kins,/

mos/display.aspx

Y"9-.t9....r...tns-$sty!,ss,org9"ni,a.a.t jp,nsryIgf)
VSOs can help you to complete necessary
paperwork and to naviEate the VA system. They
include organizations such as the American
Legion, the VFW AMVETS, Disabled American
Veterans (DAV), and more.
Sirectory of Veterans Service Organizatlons
Web site:

wwwl.va.gov/vso,/i ndex,cf m?tem plate=view

5,,,!ts!g,,,,R9s..9...9,-r,9""e,,p;

All states have a variety of programs and
resources for veterans and their families. Most
states have an information and referral line such

as dialins 2-1-1 Q]!plgv^{.2ll.og) to see what
your state offers. Or call your local:

# Agency or Departnnent of Health and
Human Services

?-t State's Office of Veterans Affairs (NASDVA)

ffi Veteran representatives in the offices of
legislative officials

,$ Employer Support of the Guard and
Reserves (ESGR)

ffi Veterans Transition Assistance
Representative



This Guide was created by the National Center for PTSD, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

The Center conducts research and education on trauma and PTSD.

Their Web site offers extensive information on coping, educational materials,
and more for a variety of audiences, including veterans and their families,

providers, researchers, and others.

Web site: www.ncptsd.va.gov

ffitr*sln$ Thmu*ghts
Most returning service members will
experience common stress reactions during
and after reintegration.

Even if problems persist, your service
member is not alone. The most recent
national study of adults found that 46% of
people in the U.S. have had a mental health
problem. Military members were included in
this survey. lt is very common and expected
for service members and families to have

readjustment challenges. Learning about
these challenges, as well as the different
types of combat stress reactions and more
enduring problerrs, (such as PTSD), is a step
toward recognizing when help is needed.

Your service member - and you - can feel
better. Mental health providers can treat the
problems discussed in this publication.

It's a sign of health and maturity to admit
you and,/or your service member have a

problem and take action.


